
BING: ROUTINE FUN

Bing, like most preschoolers, sometimes struggles with change!  
Ama and Flop, the grown-ups in Bing’s world create fun routines that 
make transitions like starting the day, getting ready for bed, and 
beginning a brand new school year -- a little bit easier!

LEARNING BENEFIT:  ESTABLISHING 
ROUTINES MAKES TRANSITIONS EASIER 
A new school year means a whole lot of new:  new teachers, new 
schedules, new friends. All of this “newness” may make things like 
leaving the house in the morning, meal time, and bedtime more 
difficult than usual. But don’t stress! Establishing routines can:

• foster kids’ independence and confidence because they know 
what each day brings

• build important life skills like following directions and establishing 
healthy habits

• make life easier because kids (and adults!) thrive when they feel  
in control  

GOOD READ: STARTING SCHOOL FACT SHEET
Starting school can be an emotional roller coaster for you and  
your Bingster. Make the ride a whole lot smoother by knowing  
what to expect.

Establishing routines 
can help kids ADJUST 
to new situations... 
it’s a BING THING!
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BING: ROUTINE FUN

ACTIVITY: BINGS BUSY CHART
Use this picture chart to make fun daily routines with your 
Bingster. Pick a day (or two or three!) to go to the playground, 
to garden, or to do arts and crafts...and plot them all out on 
the calendar. Encourage your child to check the chart each 
morning so they know what to expect during their day!

ACTIVITY: PICK UP PICK ME UPS
Make the transition from being in school or daycare to 
being back at home a little easier for your Bingster with 
these fun games and activities.

ACTIVITY: BING’S NIGHT TIME  
ROUTINE CHART
Lots of Bingsters (and some of their grown ups!), have a tough 
time with bedtime! Use this activity sheet to plan a bedtime 
routine with your child to make bedtime easier for everyone!
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Here are some helpful tips and suggestions to support 
daycares and parents during the ups and downs of a child’s 
transitions. 
Being a busy parent brings with it many challenges. As well as being 
a parent, you may also be an employee, a caregiver, a partner and/
or a survivor of illness. We all play different roles throughout the 
day. Trying to juggle different roles isn’t easy; our heads are full of 
lengthy lists and daycare drop off and pick up is just one of a number 
of jobs we have to get done. However, it is an important part of the day 
for babies and children. The transition and continuity between home 

and daycare can have a big impact on their emotional and intellectual 
development.  
Here we look at how to successfully manage the daily transition 
between daycare & home. We also provide suggestions about how to 
make the most of the time you have with your baby or child. 
In this factsheet we will explore how family relationships change, a 
child’s attachment to the new baby, and the emotions and behaviors 
that accompany the responsibilities of becoming a big brother or 
sister.

Daycare to home
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